Fruit

Find and circle these words in the puzzle below.

apple   banana   cherry   grape   orange   peach   plum   strawberry

G V S T R A W B E R R Y
R R V L B B N A S A W N
A W T Y B A N A N A S V
P K X B Q S B Z X P S X
E M W P R G C P P V J P
C S O K P E A C H L Q L
N Z O Y R N C H P S N U
G B R C H E R R Y X L M
W Q A Y X R L J X D L B
D R N T V T S R J X G G
B S G S D X A P P L E C
G J E N C C B L H B D K

What am I?

1. I grow on a vine. Sometimes I’m purple. ________________________

2. My name is a compound word. _________________________________

3. My name rhymes with “reach.” _________________________________
Vegetables

Find and circle these words in the puzzle below.

beet
carrot
corn
lettuce
onion
potato
radish
spinach

What am I?

1. I grow on an ear. ____________________________

2. My color is dark red. ____________________________

3. My name has three syllables. ____________________________
School Things

Find and circle these words in the puzzle below.

chalk  paper

 crayon  pencil

desk  recess

eraser  teacher

---

What am I?

1. You can sharpen me. ____________________________

2. You should write your name on me. ____________________________

3. I have a long-a sound. ____________________________

_________________________ or ____________________________
Flowers

Find and circle these words in the puzzle below.

daisy
iris
orchid
pansy

petunia
rose
tulip
violet

What am I?

1. My name has one syllable. _________________________________

2. I have a long-i sound.

________________________ or _______________________________  

3. My name rhymes with “lazy.” _______________________________
Trees

Find and circle these words in the puzzle below.

ash
aspen
cedar
elm

oak
palm
pine
poplar

N S J G X K N H A Y S P
E T Q C J K J T S T P O
L G B Y G V X W R G E P
M Q G S K D H Q E S N L
P P I N E K Z Q N M R A
Q B D S F B Y D Y Z F R
E S P A L M N W V X P H
M P T C E D C R T K K J
M T N T L V M T W O J X
V F C E D A R X D A K Z
B Q S N S G Z Z B K C R
P H K F A S H R B H W J

What am I?

1. You may find me growing in the desert. ____________________________

2. My name has two syllables. ________________________________
   ________________________________ , or ________________________________

3. My name rhymes with “crash.” ________________________________